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Abstract

Since Akerlof (1970), economists have understood the adverse selection problem that information asymmetries can create in used goods markets. The remarkable growth in online auctions of used goods, where buyers generally purchase sight unseen, therefore poses a puzzle. I argue that part of the solution is that sellers voluntarily disclose their private information to buyers through photos, text and graphics on the auction webpage. In so doing they define a precise contract between buyer and seller — to deliver the car shown — and this helps protect the buyer from adverse selection. Extending previous theoretical work by Jovanovic (1982), I model the impact of contractible disclosure and changes in disclosure costs on performance and adverse selection on online auction platforms. To test this theory, I examine data from eBay Motors. I find first that sellers selectively disclose information; second that this reduces information asymmetry; and finally that disclosure costs impact both the level of disclosure and the prices obtained by sellers, and consequently incentives for seller participation.
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1 Introduction

The rise of the internet has seen a huge rise in the volume of used goods traded online. Online auction sites such as eBay and Yahoo! Auctions compete worldwide with specialized listing sites such as usedcomputer.com and cars.com in the retail trade of consumer goods. Meanwhile, business to business transactions totaling billions of dollars take place through online auctions in industries as diverse as aviation and mining.\(^1\) At first glance, this growth is somewhat surprising. Since Akerlof’s classic paper, economists have been aware of the potential for adverse selection in markets with information asymmetries, such as used good markets. Information asymmetries are exacerbated in online transactions, where the buyer typically does not see the good in person. Why then has the volume of trade in these markets proved so robust to adverse selection?\(^2\)

One potential explanation is that sellers themselves endogenously limit information asymmetries, by voluntary online disclosure of their private information. Where disclosure is public, such as through the listing webpage, it helps define the contract between buyer and seller, which is that the seller will deliver the item described in the listing. Indeed, given sufficiently rich and enforceable contracts, the initial information asymmetry should play no role in determining the performance of the market. Two factors prevent this from happening. First, not all of the seller’s private information can be verified ex-post, and therefore contractually enforced. Second, disclosure may be costly to the seller, so that disclosure is limited and contracts are coarse. The presence of disclosure costs may therefore impact market outcomes.

In this paper, I examine the role of disclosure and disclosure costs in online used goods markets, taking as a case study eBay Motors, the largest used car marketplace in the United States. In this market, the stakes are high for both sides, the information asymmetries are substantial, and yet there is a high volume of trade with approximately 36000 cars sold each month.\(^2\) By developing a new model of adverse selection under costly disclosure, I show that higher disclosure costs adversely affect the distribution of seller types participating in the market. Turning to the data, I

---

\(^1\)For example, DoveBid.com holds auctions for aviation and mining equipment, with over $5 billion in sales thus far (source: http://www.dovebid.com/company/introduction.asp).

find evidence first that photos and text posted by the seller on the auction webpage influence demand; second that disclosure costs affect how much information the seller decides to post; and finally that higher disclosure costs lead to lower average prices. I conclude that disclosure costs — whether caused by technology, bandwidth, or time costs — are an important determinant of the success of online goods marketplaces.

The paper is in three parts. First, I model the relationship between disclosure, disclosure costs and adverse selection on an online auction platform. Sellers have two-dimensional type, knowing both their outside (offline) option for the vehicle and the quality of the vehicle. Disclosing this quality is costly. The model nests both the canonical Akerlof (1970) model of adverse selection, and the case of information “unravelling” (Grossman and Hart (1980), Grossman (1981), Milgrom (1981)) as special cases. I characterize the equilibrium listing, disclosure and secret reserve setting strategies of different seller-types, and analyze bidding in the presence of a subtle Winner’s curse effect for bidders who meet the secret reserve. I also deduce an intuitive comparative static: that as disclosure costs increase, the expected quality of vehicles listed falls, both because marginal high quality sellers select out, and because marginal low quality sellers select in.

Second, I test for a relationship between disclosed information, and auction outcomes such as prices, reserves and sales rates. I make use of a new dataset with over 90000 eBay Motors listings, including variables relating to item, seller and auction characteristics. I measure the quantity of disclosure by counting the number of photographs provided by the seller, and also by looking for key phrases in the text. By running a series of hedonic regressions, I show that these measures are significantly correlated with price, reserves and sales rates. The estimated coefficients are large and significant, and are robust to a wide variety of specifications. The results suggest that the webpage content affects demand, and moreover that seller disclosures are selective, so that higher quality cars are associated with more information.

Third, I examine the role of disclosure costs. To do this, I compare dealers who upgrade their auction listing software during the sample period to those who do not. Improved listing software greatly reduces the cost of putting together an auction webpage, and is a good cost shifter. I find that relative to non-upgraders, those who upgrade their software put up far more photos after upgrading than they did before, showing that disclosure costs affect the level of disclosure. Next, I use software as
an instrument for the number of photos, and verify that the number of photos has a causal effect on price. This makes sense since with better software, sellers of high quality cars can better demonstrate this quality and receive higher bids; and those with low quality cars can behave as before, putting up few photos. A natural concern is that the decision to upgrade software is endogenous, and therefore may be correlated with the quality of future listings. I run a number of robustness tests to account for this possibility, and find no such effects. I conclude that differences in disclosure costs do result in differences in equilibrium outcomes, as the theory predicts.

This paper is closely related to both the theoretical and empirical literature on disclosure. On the theoretical side, the most similar paper is Jovanovic (1982), which also emphasizes the relationship between disclosure costs and welfare. In that paper, seller types are characterized by a single dimensional private signal that indicates their value to owning the vehicle. Sellers must make inferences about how buyers will value the vehicle based on their own signal. This paper differs in that I allow sellers to have two dimensional type, knowing both their outside option and the “quality” of the vehicle, where “quality” is defined by how the average informed buyer perceives the value of the car. The model therefore allows for the possibility that the value of the outside option (e.g. a local sale) may be quite different from value assessed by online buyers. Other related theory papers are Akerlof (1970), Grossman and Hart (1980), Grossman (1981) and Milgrom (1981).

On the empirical side, there is a diverse literature on both mandatory and voluntary disclosure (see e.g. Mathios (2000), Jin and Leslie (2003) and Jin (2005)). A closely related paper is Jin and Kato (2006) who examine the sale of baseball cards on eBay, and conclude that seller claims about baseball card quality are often not truthful. We will see that in the used car market the stakes are higher, and so buyers generally verify the information before payment, limiting incentives for sellers to lie. Relative to this disclosure literature the contribution of the paper is to document a case in which voluntary disclosures partially unravel the information asymmetry, and also to show empirically that disclosure costs determine how much unravelling occurs.

With the notable exceptions of Jin and Kato (2006) and Yin (2006), the online auctions literature has ignored seller disclosure and instead focused on the role of the seller feedback mechanism (e.g. Resnick and Zeckhauser (2002), Houser and Wooders (2006)). In this market, I find that seller feedback ratings play relatively little role in
influencing prices. While this certainly does not undermine the well-established results on the importance of seller feedback in other markets, it does suggest that other market design features, such as the disclosure mechanism, can also be important determinants of the success of online markets with information asymmetry. A last set of related papers look directly for evidence of adverse selection in used good markets (e.g. Bond (1982), Genesove (1993)). In particular, Adams, Hosken and Newberry (2006) looks directly for adverse selection in the eBay market for used Corvettes, and finds little evidence of it. This paper sheds little direct light on this issue, emphasizing instead how disclosure may help to limit adverse selection.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the market, while section 3 introduces the theory. Section 4 provides a description of the data, the estimation strategy and the estimation results. Section 5 concludes.\textsuperscript{3}

2 eBay Motors

eBay Motors is the automobile arm of online auctions giant eBay. It is the largest automotive site on the Internet, attracting 11 million unique visitors to its site each month, and commanding 34\% of all minutes spent online on automotive sites.\textsuperscript{4} Every month, approximately 36000 vehicles are sold, a rate just slightly slower than a car a minute. This trading volume dwarfs those of its online competitors, the classified services cars.com, autobytel.com and Autotrader.com. In contrast to these sites, most of the sellers on eBay Motors are private individuals, although dealers still account for around 30\% of the listings. Another big difference is that a large proportion (75\%) of vehicles are sold to out-of-state buyers. Because of this, bidders can typically neither examine the car in person nor rely entirely on the seller’s reputation, and must rely on the information on the auction webpage.\textsuperscript{5}

Listing a car on eBay Motors is straightforward. For a fixed insertion fee of $40, a seller may post a webpage with photos, a standardized description of the car, and a more detailed description that can include text and graphics. An additional transaction

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{3}Proofs and tables of regression results are to be found in the appendix.
\textsuperscript{4}Source: Nielsen//NetRatings.
\textsuperscript{5}Source: Auction123 (http://www.auction123.com/ebayadvantages.aspx).
Figure 1: **Information disclosed in an eBay Motors auction** On this auction webpage, the seller has provided many different forms of information about the Corvette he is selling. These include the standardized eBay description (top panel), his own full description of the car's options (middle panel), and many photos (two examples are given in the bottom panel). The right photo is of the results of an independent car performance analysis done on this vehicle.
fee of $40 is charged in the event of a sale and $5 for the use of a secret reserve.\textsuperscript{6} The direct costs of posting photo, graphics and text-based content are negligible as text and graphics are free, while each additional photo costs $0.15. Yet the opportunity costs are higher, as it is time-consuming to take, select and upload photos, write the description, generate graphics, and fill in the forms required to post all of these to the auction webpage. While these opportunity costs may seem small, the fact that professional car dealers typically invest in advanced listing management software to limit these costs suggests that they are not insignificant. Such software allows easier photo uploading and maintenance, graphics production and listing management, and is offered by companies such as CARad, eBizAutos and Auction123 at costs ranging from $10 a listing to a flat $300 a month fee.

For example, consider Figure 1, which shows screenshots from an eBay Motors auction for a Corvette Lingenfelter. The seller has provided a detailed text description of the features of the car and taken many photos of both the interior and the exterior. He has in addition taken photographs of original documentation relating to the car, including a series of invoices for vehicle modifications and an independent analysis of the car’s performance. This level of detail appears exceptional, but it is in fact typical in most eBay car auctions for sellers to post many photos, a full text description of the car’s history and features, and sometimes graphics showing the car’s condition.

Once the seller has put the vehicle up for sale, people may bid on it. Some sales take place at a fixed price, but the vast majority of cars are sold in an English auction format with a proxy bidding system.\textsuperscript{7} Potential buyers can communicate with the seller throughout the auction process, either through e-mail or by phone (if the seller has provided a phone number). This allows bidders to query the seller on particular details. The vast majority of winning bids are placed towards the very end of the auction, as shown in Figure 2. At the close of the auction, the highest bidder receives the car, provided that the secret reserve (if any) has been met. The use of secret reserve prices is widespread on eBay Motors.\textsuperscript{8} As noted by eBay, “most buyers opt to pickup the vehicle in person.”\textsuperscript{9} The result is that much of the information provided

\textsuperscript{6}This has changed since the time my data was collected: now listings are fee, but sellers are charged $125 for each successful sale, and $7 if they use a secret reserve.

\textsuperscript{7}The fixed price formats are either “best offer” or “buy-it-now” auctions.

\textsuperscript{8}At least 55\% of the auctions in my data have secret reserves: since I do not observe the existence of a secret reserve when it has been met, this is a lower bound.

Figure 2: **Timing of Bids.** This shows the estimated density of the time the winning bid was placed, as a fraction of auction duration. 75% of winning bids are placed in the last day of the auction, and 25% in the last hour.

by the seller is often verifiable before payment is made.\textsuperscript{10}

The webpage defines the contract between the buyer and the seller, which is that the buyer agrees to purchase the vehicle described by the seller at the final closing price of the auction. The principle of *caveat emptor* applies: it is the buyer’s responsibility to ask questions about details not listed on the webpage before bidding.\textsuperscript{11} On the other hand, any material misrepresentations by the seller constitute fraud, so sellers have weak incentives to lie. In contrast to private car sales where it may be difficult to establish exactly what the seller did or did not promise, the webpage is stored by eBay for at least 20 days after the sale, so that these online transactions have a clearly defined contract in the event of a dispute. Rich media such as photos and videos may define the contract terms more precisely than text. Together, these act to limit the asymmetric information problem faced by bidders. In the next section, I model how this occurs, and how it affects the quality distribution of listed cars.

\textsuperscript{10}Even when the seller ships the vehicle to the buyer, payment is often held in escrow (e.g. through paypal) until the buyer has had a chance to examine the vehicle.

\textsuperscript{11}Experienced sellers often explicitly include a boilerplate disclaimer of this form.
3 Theory

In this section, I develop a theory of adverse selection under costly information disclosure, adapted to the eBay auction framework. There are two key elements of the model. First, I introduce information asymmetry and costly disclosure. I assume that the seller privately observes an ex-post verifiable signal of the value of the car — the car “quality” — but the buyers do not. The seller can publicly disclose the quality of the car, by posting information on the auction webpage, but doing so is costly. For example, the seller may take and upload photos of the car, invoices for parts, service history etc, but this is time consuming. Such disclosures are assumed to be truthful, given that they can be verified ex-post and that therefore any misrepresentation may lead to fraud charges. The buyer’s valuations of the object are influenced by the information posted, resulting in an auction with interdependent values.

Second, I model eBay auctions as second-price sealed bid auctions with a secret reserve price and an unobserved number of participants. This sealed-bid abstraction is motivated in Bajari and Hortacsu (2003), where the authors argue that although eBay operates as an ascending (English) auction with re-entry, it is an equilibrium for all bidders to wait until the end of the auction and bid only then, a practice called “sniping”. The two auction formats become strategically equivalent if this is the case. As shown earlier, last minute bidding is prevalent in this market, so this seems like a reasonable modeling choice. I allow the seller to set a secret reserve price in advance of the auction — this is also motivated by the data. As on eBay, I assume that the number of participants is unknown by either the seller or the buyers, but is instead drawn from a known distribution.\footnote{This imposes that the number of potential participants is independent of any information disclosed by the seller. Endogenizing participation would require a richer model of the auction market; but in the empirical section I try to control for endogenous participation.} One key simplification is that I consider the market to be a series of separate eBay auctions, rather than modeling them all at once (e.g. modeling the matching of participants to individual auctions). With that assumption, I can deduce how disclosure costs affect market performance by looking at the change in expected outcomes in individual auctions. It would obviously be better to account for potential interdependencies, but this would take us far beyond the scope of this paper.

Before diving into the full model, let’s look at a simple example that shows how costly
disclosure falls “in between” the benchmark cases of adverse selection and information unravelling. Suppose there are three car types, the peach (high), apple (middle) and lemon (low). Each is equally likely ex-ante. The peach is worth $2500 to buyers, and $2000 to sellers; the apple is worth $1800 to buyers and $1500 to sellers; and the lemon is worth $1100 to buyers and $1000 to sellers. Assume that there are “many” buyers, so that sellers have all the bargaining power. Then if verifiable disclosure is costless, all cars will trade at the buyer valuations. If no disclosure is possible, then quick calculations show that only lemons will trade. Now suppose that the car type can be disclosed at a cost of $400. In that case peaches will disclose, and trade. But apples find it neither profitable to disclose nor to pool with the lemons so they select out. Lemons will not disclose, and will trade. So the outcome is “in-between” in terms of welfare, since two of the three types trade with costly disclosure.

Having gained some intuition from the example, now consider a formal model. A seller S has a car to sell, and has some idea of the quality of the car, captured in a private signal $Q$. This signal should be thought of as a quality index, encapsulating characteristics such as repair history, exterior condition and so on that are ex-post verifiable. She also has an outside option for selling the car, $V_S$, privately known to her. The seller’s type is the pair $(Q, V_S)$, and has joint distribution $F_{Q,V_S}$ with bounded support. The variables $Q$ and $V_S$ are affiliated, so that on average, the better the car is, the better the seller’s outside option.

The seller must decide whether to list the car on eBay. If so, $N$ buyers will participate in an a second-price sealed bid auction for the car, where the number of bidders $N$ is unknown to all participants, but has some known distribution $F_N$. The seller sets a secret reserve $r$, and so the car will sell if and only if the secret reserve is met, and if it is, the transaction price $p$ will be the maximum of $r$ and the second highest bid.

Buyers each have a private signal $X_i$ about the car, independently drawn from a distribution $F_X$ with strictly increasing and continuously differentiable hazard rate. These signals $X_i$ are assumed to be independent of $Q$, and so these should be interpreted as idiosyncratic tastes for the car, rather than additional information.\textsuperscript{13} Buyers are assumed to be risk neutral with quasi-linear payoffs of form $v(Q, X_i) - p$ if they win, and zero otherwise. Their valuation $v(Q, X_i)$ is assumed to be strictly increasing and

\textsuperscript{13}This is not an important assumption: the model can be extended to allow $(Q, X_i)$ pairs to be affiliated.
continuously differentiable in both arguments.\textsuperscript{14}

Notice that if \(Q\) were observed by all the bidders, this would be a conditionally independent private values (CIPV) auction model, since conditional on \(Q\), the bidders differ only in their idiosyncratic tastes \(X_i\). But instead the buyers observe the seller’s public report \(\xi\), equal to \(Q\) if she chooses to disclose, and equal to the null report \(\emptyset\) otherwise. Disclosure is costly, and the seller must pay some cost \(c \geq 0\) to disclose signal \(Q\). In addition, the seller pays a fixed cost \(F\) to list the car. Overall, the seller’s payoff is given by:

\[
\pi_S = \begin{cases} 
p - F - cd & \text{lists, object sells} \\
v_S - F - cd & \text{lists, object doesn’t sell} \\
v_S & \text{doesn’t list online}
\end{cases}
\]

where \(d\) is a binary variable equal to 1 if the seller discloses, and \(v_S\) is the realized outside option defined earlier.

The game takes place in two stages. In the first stage, the seller simultaneously decides whether to list the car, whether to disclose, and what secret reserve to set (if any). In the second stage, bidders observe the disclosed information \(\xi\), and simultaneously bid according to strategies \(\beta(\xi, x_i)\). Because the reserve \(r\) is secret it does not directly enter the bidding function. We look for a sequential equilibrium of the game in symmetric bidding strategies.\textsuperscript{15}

So to start the analysis, let us fix equilibrium bidding and disclosure policies, and consider how the seller should set his secret reserve. By symmetry of the bidding strategies, ex-ante the seller knows that the bids will be \(N\) independent draws of \(\beta(\xi, x_i)\), where the \(X_i\) are i.i.d \(F_X\). Letting the distribution of \(\beta(\xi, x_i)\) conditional on disclosed information \(\xi\) be \(G|\xi\), standard results then show that the optimal secret

\textsuperscript{14}The model can be extended to allow the buyer valuation to be \(v(Q, V_S, X_i)\), as in the case where the seller knows something about the quality of the car that is not ex-post verifiable — and therefore not in \(Q\) — but impacts his outside option \(V_S\) and therefore \(V_S\) is of interest to the buyer. The bidding function will be more complex, to account for an additional Winner’s curse effect, but nothing substantive about the equilibrium characterization will change.

\textsuperscript{15}As Milgrom and Roberts (1986) note, the sequential equilibrium restriction rules out implausible Nash equilibria in which the bidders ignore disclosed information, and therefore sellers never disclose. It seems reasonable to focus on symmetric equilibria, given that bidders are not aware of the identities of other participants in the auction until they bid, potentially at the very end of the auction.
reserve price \( r^*(\xi, v_S) \) is uniquely defined by the implicit equation \( r = v_S + (1 - G(r|\xi))/g(r|\xi). \) As usual, the optimal reserve does not depend on the distribution of potential bidders \( F_N \) (since the secret reserve comes into play only when a single bidder has valuation above the reserve).

Next, consider the listing decision. Define the equilibrium surplus from listing given disclosure \( \xi \), reserve \( r \) and outside option \( v_S \), and a particular realization of the buyer’s private signals, ordered from highest to lowest as \( x^{(1)}, x^{(2)} \ldots x^{(n)} \):

\[
\tilde{\pi}_S(\xi, r, v_S) = \begin{cases} 
\beta(\xi, x^{(2)}) - v_S - cd & \beta(\xi, x^{(2)}) \geq r \\
 r - v_S - cd & \beta(\xi, x^{(1)}) > r > \beta(\xi, x^{(2)}) \\
- cd & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

The seller should list iff the surplus is greater than the fixed listing cost \( F \):

\[
E[\tilde{\pi}_S(\xi, r, v_S)] \geq F \tag{1}
\]

By inspection, the value of listing \( \tilde{\pi}_S \) is decreasing in \( v_S \) for fixed disclosure \( \xi \). It follows that the seller should list iff the outside option is less than some critical value \( v_S^*(\xi) \) defined so that (1) holds with equality.

At this point, it is worth pausing to consider what happens under the extreme cases of costless disclosure — which leads to full disclosure, as in Grossman and Hart (1980), Grossman (1981) and Milgrom (1981) — and infinitely costly disclosure, which leads to adverse selection. In the left panel of Figure 3 we show the case with full disclosure. Types that list with disclosure are shown as triangles, those that list without disclosure as stars, and those that don’t list at all are squares. Bidders are fully informed and bid more for better quality cars, and consequently sellers of good cars will typically list them even though they have a high outside option for the vehicle. This is shown in the figure by the number of high quality types that choose to list. In the right panel, we show the case with no disclosure \( (c = \infty) \). Here, bidders are completely uninformed and on average bid the same amount for all quality levels. Consequently, most sellers with good cars have better outside options and choose not

\[16\]See e.g. Krishna (2002). The solution to the implicit equation is unique because for \( \beta(\xi, x_i) \) strictly increasing in \( x_i \), \( G|\xi \) inherits the increasing hazard rate property from \( F_X \).
to list. This leads to adverse selection, as shown in the figure by the high fraction of lemons listing and low fraction of peaches. Next, we characterize the intermediate case of costly disclosure in a formal proposition:

**Proposition 1 (Equilibrium with Costly Disclosure)** In all symmetric sequential equilibria:

(a) Disclosure is characterized by a threshold $q^*(v_S)$ with $d = 1$ iff $q \geq q^*(v_S)$.

(b) Bidders bid according to:

$$
\beta(\xi, x_i) = \begin{cases} 
v(q, x_i), & \xi = q \\ 
E [v(Q, x_i) | Q < q^*(v_S), V_S \leq v_S^*(\emptyset)], & \xi = \emptyset \text{ and } x_i \geq x^* \\ 
E_V [E [v(Q, x_i) | Q < q^*(v_S), v_S = V]], & \xi = \emptyset \text{ and } x_i < x^*
\end{cases}
$$

where $V \sim H_{x_i}$ and both $H_{x_i}$ and $x^*$ are defined in the appendix.

(c) The seller sets optimal reserve $r^*(\xi, v_S)$ increasing in $v_S$, and lists iff $v_S \leq v_S^*(\emptyset)$.

(d) If $v(Q, X_i)$ is additively separable in its arguments, $q^*(v_S)$ is increasing in $v_S$ and $r^*(\xi, v_S)$ is increasing in $\xi$ (under the ordering $\emptyset < q \forall q$).

The intuition for the bidding is as follows. If the seller discloses, bidders have all the
information they need to arrive at a private valuation of the vehicle, and since it is a second price auction, it is weakly dominant to bid their valuation. This is case 1 above (\( \xi = q \)). On the other hand, if the seller does not disclose, the buyers must form some expectation of the quality of the vehicle. There are three main effects. First, they must rationally expect that non-disclosure signals low quality, so they condition on \( Q < q^*(v_S) \). Second, they should be concerned about adverse selection: any car that is listed must have a low outside option, so it may be a lemon. This leads them to condition on \( v_S \leq v_S^*(\emptyset) \), the threshold outside option for a seller who does not disclose. These two effects describe case 2 in the bidding function (i.e. \( \xi = \emptyset \) and \( x_i \geq x^* \)). But for low bids — those where the bid may not meet the secret reserve unless the outside option is low — there is also a Winner’s curse effect. On meeting the secret reserve and winning the car, the bidder learns that the seller’s outside option was poor, which is bad news since \( v_S \) and \( Q \) are positively correlated. Sophisticated bidders will account for this by conditioning on the expected value of \( v_S \) in the event that they win. This is case 3 (\( \xi = \emptyset \) and \( x_i < x^* \)).\(^{17}\)

The left panel of Figure 4 shows the equilibrium in the seller type-space, for the case with additively separable \( v(q, x_i) \). The disclosure threshold \( q^*(v_S) \) is shown as a dotted line, and types to the right of the line disclose. It is increasing in \( v_S \) since part of the gain to disclosure is that it increases the buyer’s willingness to pay and thus the

\(^{17}\)A full derivation is provided in the appendix.
probability of sale, and as the outside option rises, this increased sales probability is of less value. The listing threshold $v^*_S(\xi)$ is constant in $q$ for $\xi = \emptyset$ (non-disclosure), since bidders are not informed about quality and on average bid the same. It is then increasing in $q$ for $\xi = q$ (disclosure), since expected payoff to listing rises and the indifferent type $v^*_S$ is therefore also higher. In equilibrium, the type-space is divided into three regions. Types with outside option above $v^*_S(\xi)$ don’t list. Of the remaining types, those with $q < q^*(v_S)$ list but don’t disclose; and those with $q \geq q^*(v_S)$ list and disclose.

In the right panel of Figure 4 we show how the equilibrium shifts with an increase in disclosure costs. There are three effects. First, and most importantly, types who optimally disclose (high quality types) now find it less profitable to list because of the increased disclosure costs. This manifests itself as a shift down in $v^*_S(\xi)$. Second, types who were indifferent between disclosure and non-disclosure now strictly prefer not to disclose, so $q^*(v_S)$ shifts right. Finally, given that the pool of types who don’t disclose has improved in quality — since $q^*(v_S)$ has shifted right — the payoff to non-disclosure also improves. Thus some low-quality types who were indifferent about listing now prefer to list, and $v^*_S(\emptyset)$ shifts up.

Examining the changes, it is easy to see how important disclosure costs can be for incentives to participate in the market. As disclosure costs increase, sellers of high-quality cars select out (the horizontally shaded region) and and low quality-cars select in (the vertically shaded region). This is adverse selection in action! Worse still, if outside options and quality are tightly correlated, the type density over the vertically shaded region will be small relative to that over the horizontally shaded region, so that more types will select out than in, and the market will contract in size (possibly dramatically, as in Akerlof (1970)).

Increased disclosure costs may limit buyer incentives for participation too. Non-disclosure makes purchases more risky, in that there is some chance that the buyer’s valuation is less than the price paid. Thus the probability of ex-post regret is strictly increasing in the disclosure cost. Another way in which disclosure costs may hurt buyer participation is through decreasing market size, as with fewer vehicles to be sold, buyers expect more competition for the vehicles and lower surplus, and thus given any

18The extreme case is where $v_S$ is infinite, so that the reserve is also infinite and the car will never sell; in that case, it is never worthwhile to disclose.
participation costs may select out. Overall then, it is clear that disclosure costs are theoretically an important determinant of market participation, and therefore of the success of online auction platforms. We now turn to the data to test that hypothesis.

4 Empirical Analysis

The theory developed above makes quite specific predictions about the behavior of buyers and sellers of used goods in auctions markets. At a basic level, it argues that sellers with high quality goods should take the time to document the characteristics of these goods that make them high quality; whereas those with lower quality goods should not disclose their private information. Buyers should respond only to disclosures that can be verified ex-post and enforced as contractual claims, but otherwise should treat disclosures as truthful and condition their bidding behavior on the disclosed information. Moreover, buyers should interpret the absence of information as a bad signal about the quality of the good. Ex-ante information asymmetry is reduced through public information disclosure of ex-post verifiable information.

At a higher level, the theory claims that there is an important relationship between disclosure costs — whether opportunity costs for bidders or technological constraints imposed by the auction platform — and market performance. Specifically, in markets with high disclosure costs, bidders cannot distinguish low and high quality cars, and consequently bid lower amounts on high quality cars than they would in a perfect information environment. This results in lower sales rates, and potentially in high-quality sellers adversely selecting out of the market, as listing their car brings a low expected surplus.

In the empirical analysis that follows, I test the theory on each of these levels. First I test whether bidders perceptions of car quality are influenced systematically by information on the auction webpage. Second, I test whether there is a causal relationship between disclosure costs and the level of disclosure, and thus between disclosure costs, buyer expectations and auction outcomes.

The main challenge for the analysis is that the key variable — the information content of the auction webpage — is latent. Although I as the econometrician observe the same webpage as all the buyers, I am obliged to coarsen this content by encoding
into variables like the number of photos on the auction webpage. This is clearly less rich than the photos themselves. Because of this latent variable problem, it will be important to be explicit about differences between what the econometrician is conditioning on and what bidders condition on. This necessitates some care in specification and interpretation of the regressions.

4.1 The Data

The main data source is a collection of auction webpages from completed used car auctions on eBay Motors. This data was obtained by downloading the auction webpages for certain car models over an 8 month period, and then implementing a pattern matching algorithm to pull variables of interest from the webpage html code. I drop observations with nonstandard or missing data; new or certified pre-owned cars, and cars under salvage title. I also drop auctions in which the webpage was not created using either the basic eBay listing tools, or one of the most commonly used proprietary listing platforms, CARad, Auction123 or eBizAutos (11% of the remaining listings). The resulting dataset consists of 82538 observations of 18 models of vehicle. The models of vehicle are grouped into three main types: those which are high volume Japanese cars (e.g. Honda Accord, Toyota Corolla), a group of vintage and newer “muscle” cars (e.g. Corvette, Mustang), and most major models of pickup truck (e.g. Ford F-series, Dodge Ram).

Table 1 summarizes the variables in the dataset. For each auction, I observe a number of item characteristics including model, year, mileage and transmission and the number of options/accessories such as car radio etc listed by the seller. I also observe whether the vehicle sold is currently under manufacturer warranty. As a measure of reputation, I have the seller’s eBay feedback. All of this information is standardized and mandatory, in that the seller must provide it when listing the vehicle. My focus here is on the information voluntarily disclosed by the seller in the item description. I have two simple measures of this content: first, the number of photos posted on the auction webpage (my primary measure) and second, dummies for whether key text phrases (such as “dent” or “rust”) are used. As is clear from the summary statistics

---

19I drop cars under salvage title because they attract a completely different set of buyers, and are arguably in a different market.
in Table 1 and Table 4 (which has the text analysis), there is substantial variation in the information content of these webpages.

I supplement this main data source with data on private party book values publicly available at edmunds.com.\textsuperscript{20} For model-years dated 1990 or later, I obtained the typical dealer retail value for each model-year of the models in my data set, and then matched this with each observation in the main data set, matching on trim where possible. This gives me book value data for nearly 55000 observations.

Last, I collected additional data on the buyers of middle-aged Honda Accords (model-years 1996-2000). eBay does not make information on its members easily available, and so I collected data on buyers and their state of residence manually.\textsuperscript{21} This allowed me to evaluate the distance between the buyer and the seller (measuring the buyer’s location as the population centroid of their home state). Finally, for an even smaller subsample of 100 accords where the auction was successful in selling the car, I pulled the full Carfax reports.

### 4.2 Descriptive Evidence

The descriptive statistics are interesting in their own right. On average, the cars are quite old (nearly 16 years on average), well-travelled (about 90000 miles on the odometer) and there are 17 photos of them on the webpage. Sellers are typically experienced, with average feedback scores of 148. The minimum bid is usually set well below the book value of the vehicle, and thus most (85%) auctions receive at least 1 bid, with the highest bid averaging just over $11 000. But only 28% of the cars actually sell, because of the widespread use of secret reserves.

Dealers and non-dealers differ quite markedly. Dealers list newer cars (3.5 years newer), with lower mileage (17000 miles less) and these cars are more than twice as likely to be under warranty. They also behave quite differently, using professional listing software for 47.5% of listings, versus 3.7% for non-dealers; and put up many more photos (21.4 versus 12.7). They use lower minimum bids, but higher secret reserves, so that average dealer sales rates are around 6% lower.

\textsuperscript{20}I used the “used car appraiser” at http://www.edmunds.com/tmv/used/index.html.

\textsuperscript{21}I used Amazon’s ”Mechanical Turk” service to parcel the job out to a number of individuals.
Turning to the subsample of data on Accords, we see that on average the buyer and seller are nearly 500 miles apart. Figure 6 in the appendix plots the locations of sellers where the buyer is in the state of Illinois. Of the 22 observations, exactly half are out of state, some as far away as New York and California. Given that there are substantial transportation costs in transacting over this distance, the online transaction must yield relatively high surplus relative to more local alternatives. For the sample of 100 Accords, the Carfax data shows that a change of title occurred within a couple of months of the auction in 85% of the cases. Since one concern with looking only at the auction data is that it doesn’t reflect actual ex-post outcomes, it is reassuring to see that most transactions do indeed go through.

4.3 Prices and Information

To begin the regression analysis, I derive the relationship between prices and observable covariates from the theory. Let bidders be indexed by $i$ and let auctions be indexed by $t$. In each auction, the seller is obliged to provide certain standardized information, such as make, model, year, mileage etc. All of this information is observable, and we denote this by $z_t$. The seller has also publicly disclosed additional information through text and photos, but this information is not standardized and cannot be easily “coded up”. Instead I observe a coarser measure of the amount of information, the number of photos posted, which I denote by $I_t$.

I specify a log-linear form for the bidder’s valuation functions $v(q, x_i)$:\footnote{The choice of a log-linear specification is for efficiency reasons, since the distribution of prices (the eventual dependent variable) is approximately log-normal conditional on the covariates.}

$$\log v_{it} = z_t \beta + q_t + x_{it}$$

(2)

where $q_t$ is, as before, a quality index. It represents the common assessment of all bidders as to whether the car is better than average (given $z_t$), in which case $q_t > 0$, or is a lemon, in which case $q_t < 0$. Now, bidders do not observe $q_t$ unless the seller fully discloses. Instead, they observe the disclosed information $\xi_t$ and must make
inferences about \( q_t \). This leads to the following specification of the bids:

\[
\log b_{it} = z_t \beta + f(\xi_t) + \epsilon_{it} \tag{3}
\]

where \( f(\xi_t) \) is the equilibrium perception of a bidder with average private information of the quality of the vehicle taking into account adverse selection and winner’s curse effects, and \( \epsilon_{it} \) is a mean zero shock that combines the idiosyncratic tastes of the buyer with her individual specific winner’s curse effects.\(^{23}\)

These bids should be interpreted as the intended bids of the bidders. In practice, not every bidder will be able to make their intended bid, and so their intended bids will not be observed. To see this, consider an auction where all bidders bid at a random time in the last 60 seconds of the auction. If, randomly, the first two bids happen to be the highest two bids of the set of bids, then after these bids have been entered, the standing price will jump to the second-highest bid. Every bid thereafter — i.e. 3rd highest bid, 4th highest etc, in random order — will be rejected by the proxy bidding system as being too low, as they are lower than the standing price. Only two bids will be recorded in this hypothetical auction. Henceforth, we refer to all bidders who intended to bid as the actual number of bidders \( n \); and to the number whose bids were actually recorded as the observed number of bidders \( n^* \).

Fortunately for our purposes, the final price in the auction is always observed, and is equal to the intended bid of the bidder with the second highest private signal \( x^{2n} \).\(^{24}\)

The final price in the auction is given by:

\[
\log p_t = z_t \beta + f(\xi_t) + \epsilon_{2n}^t \tag{4}
\]

Now, neither \( \xi_t \) nor \( \epsilon_{2n}^t \) are observed. We will use the number of photos \( I_t \) as a proxy for the disclosed information \( \xi_t \); and the observed number of bidders \( n^*_t \) as a proxy.

\(^{23}\)Recall from Proposition 1 that the Winner’s Curse is more severe the less favorable the bidder’s private information.

\(^{24}\)This is not strictly correct: the final price is between \( b^{2n} \) and \( b^{2n} + \Delta \), where \( \Delta > 0 \) is the minimum bid increment (around $50). We ignore this complication here, as doing so amounts to ignoring mis-measurement of the dependent variable, which does not affect the consistency of our estimates.
for the actual number of bidders $n_t$. Formally, we assume that:

$$E[f(\xi_t)|z_t, I_t, n_t^*] = \gamma I_t + g_1(n_t^*)$$
$$E[\epsilon_t^2|z_t, I_t, n_t^*] = g_2(n_t^*)$$

so that average disclosure is linear in $I_t$; and the observed number of bidders is potentially related to both the level of disclosure and the idiosyncratic taste of the second highest bidder. It is natural to expect that the number of photos is positively correlated with the level of disclosure $\xi_t$. Similarly, when more bidders are observed, it seems reasonable to expect that there were more people participating in the auction and seriously contemplating bidding (or bidding but not having their bids recorded). It is less clear that the level of disclosure should be correlated with the number of observed bidders — a car that looks great may attract bidders, but it might also repel bargain hunters who anticipate high bids — but in any case, this possibility is controlled for. This leads to an estimating equation:

$$\log p_t = z_t\beta + \gamma I_t + g(n_t^*) + u_t$$

where $g(n_t^*) = g_1(n_t^*) + g_2(n_t^*)$ and the mean-zero error term $u_t$ is equal to $f(\xi) + \epsilon_t^2 - \gamma I_t - g(n_t^*)$, independent of $(z_t, I_t)$ under the assumptions above. Using dummy variables to flexibly model $g(n_t^*)$, OLS estimation will be consistent for $\beta$ and $\gamma$.\(^\text{25}\)

This equation is the workhorse of the first part of the empirical analysis. The theory suggests that $\gamma$ should be positive, since if sellers of high quality vehicles disclose more, we should on average see higher prices for vehicles listed with many photos.

I report the results of a wide variety of specifications in table 2. In the base specification (1), the vector of covariates includes car characteristics (mileage, number of options, model, year and transmission fixed effects), the number of photos and it squared, a fixed effect for the week of listing (to control for seasonal demand fluctuations), and a pair of seller characteristics (log feedback and percentage negative feedback). In this first specification I omit the number of bidders fixed effects, allowing for a possible effect of disclosure in increasing participation.

The coefficients generally have the expected sign and all are highly significant. The

\(^{25}\text{Note that the constant term in } \beta \text{ is not identified, since it is conflated with } g(n_t^*).\)
relationship between the number of photos and the price is estimated to be concave, which suggests decreasing returns to disclosure. Of particular interest is the sheer magnitude of the positive coefficients on the number of photos. A change from 9 to 10 photos is associated with a selling price that is approximately 1.75% higher, which for the average car in the dataset is around $190 more. To put the magnitude of the coefficient in context, the value of a used car of a given model-year and mileage can vary by thousands of dollars depending on factors such as vehicle condition, maintenance history and documentation, all of which can be shown in photos. What this result suggests then is that bidders do rely heavily on photos to form perceptions of quality, and that the market is operating as expected. Sellers of high quality cars contract to provide high quality cars by carefully describing them on the webpage; those selling low quality cars provide weakly specified contracts through minimally descriptive webpages, and duly receive lower bids.

Notice also that the effects of the seller feedback ratings are quite small. The percentage negative feedback has a very small negative effect on price, while the coefficient on total log feedback is negative, which is the opposite of what one would expect. A possible reason for these results is that for the used car market, the volume of transactions for any particular seller is small and this makes seller feedback a weak measure of seller reputation, particularly as it conflates transactions in cars with other items.

The coefficients on photos get slightly smaller when we control for observed participation in specification (2), which suggests that increased disclosure leads to increased participation. In column (3) I interact photos with age and warranty status, expecting that photos have a greater impact on prices for older cars (due to greater heterogeneity) and a lower impact for cars under warranty (since the buyer is partially insured by the warranty). This is significantly the case. In column (4) I add the log book value as an additional control, allowing for a possibly non-linear relationship by model-year, as well as accounting for possible differences due to trim. The coefficients on photos remain significant and positive, though smaller, since this is for the subsample of newer cars (model-years after 1990).

In specifications (5) and (6), I consider two other dependent variables. Recall from the theory that sellers who disclose more favorable information should expect higher bids (in the sense of FOSD) and therefore should set higher secret reserves. Now I don’t observe the secret reserves, nor do I observe whether a secret reserve was even
Figure 5: Minimum Bids. Density of Minimum Bids, for auctions in which no bids were made and no secret reserve was used, versus minimum bids where there were either a positive number of bids or a secret reserve. Notice that the former graph (solid) is quite reasonable; whereas the latter case (dashed) has huge spikes at 0 ($1), 4.6 ($100) and 6.9 ($1000) dollars respectively.

set in the case where the item does in fact sell. This makes it difficult to analyze the secret reserves empirically. Instead, I look at the minimum bid set by the seller, which is effectively a standard reserve price. I want to focus on cases in which the seller used only a standard reserve, rather than both a standard and secret reserve, in which case the minimum bid may be meaningless (like $1, which is very common). These auctions can be identified as auctions in which no bids were received and the phrase ”the reserve is not yet met” does not appear.  

Figure 5 shows the densities of minimum bids for this subsample of auctions, and the rest.

Regressing the minimum bid on covariates for this subsample gives the results in (5). The coefficient on the number of photos is positive and similar to that in (1). Ignoring the issue of selection bias resulting from picking auctions with zero bidders (i.e. unrealistically high minimum bids), we see that sellers set higher reserves when they have more favorable information to disclose, consistent with the theory.

Finally, in (6) I regress the binary variable indicating a successful sale on the covariates. I exclude the number of observed bidders as a regressor, as this is not consistent with the linear specification. Here we see that cars with a higher number of photos — presumably better quality cars — are more likely to sell. The theory makes no

\[ ^{26}\text{Where “the reserve is not yet met”, there is a definitely a secret reserve; where the number of bids is positive, there may have been a secret reserve that was met} \]

\[ ^{27}\text{If no bidders are observed, the car certainly does not sell.} \]
prediction here, since better cars also have better outside options, and therefore attract higher reserves. Yet taken together with the price results, we see that demand is higher for cars with a higher number of photos, consistent with buyers learning from the photos that these are cars of higher quality.

**Seller Heterogeneity:** One might be concerned that the results are driven by seller heterogeneity. Frequent sellers such as car dealerships may have lower disclosure costs and put up more photos. Then if buyers prefer to buy from professional car dealers, I may be picking up this preference rather than the effects of information disclosure. To examine this, I split my dataset into those sellers who list multiple different cars during the 9-month period, and call those dealers, and classify the remainder as private sellers. The first two columns in table 3 give the results of separate hedonic regressions for those two groups. The coefficients on photos remain positive, significant and large for both groups. In the final column, I consider the sample of dealers and include a seller-specific fixed effect for each of them (dropping the seller characteristic measures). The results show that even after controlling for seller identity, there is a large and significant relationship between price and the number of bidders and photos. This suggests both that dealers vary the amount of photos for each individual listing (i.e. the information posted is vehicle specific), and that such information variation positively co-varies with prices. This is consistent with a selective disclosure policy by dealers.

**Text Analysis:** Another measure of webpage content is the text of the car description. So I look for key phrases associated with car value in the item description, and see if price responds to the presence of these phrases on the auction webpage. In table 4, I present the proportions of webpages with affirmative (e.g. “has dent”) and negative (e.g. “does not have dent”) versions of these phrases. I then create variables for each phrase by coding affirmative statements as 1 and negative statements as $-1$. The third column presents the estimated coefficient on these variables in a hedonic regression of the form given in equation (4). The proportion of affirmative phrases is probably biased upwards and the negatives downward as I pick up a phrase like “rust free” as an affirmative because it contains “rust” without a qualifier like “no” or “not” in front of it. Nonetheless, there is evidence that the text-based descriptions do contain valuable information about the car to be sold. In the regression, the coefficients on the phrases have the expected sign, with cars with “broken” features
selling for considerably less (13.7% less), while those that are “garage kept” and that come with documentation and receipts sell on average for considerably more (13.4% more in the case with “receipts”). Interestingly, the coefficient on photos remains of similar magnitude to before. This may be because even with these text phrases controlled for, photos still play an important role in defining exactly what a car in “mint” condition is for contracting purposes.

4.4 Disclosure Costs, Disclosure and Equilibrium Outcomes

In the section above, I have shown that the amount of information is positively correlated with buyer’s perceptions of the quality of the car; and that these perceptions seem to be informed by ex-post verifiable information. In this section, I look directly at the relationship between disclosure costs, disclosure, prices and sales rates. To get at this, I need a disclosure cost-shifter. A natural candidate is the listing software (SOFT_i) used by the seller to create the webpage. In the data I have sellers who use the standard eBay software, and those who use the professional listing platforms provided by CARad, Auction123 and eBizAutos. These technologies promise users that they will simplify and streamline the process of creating a listing, through simple user interfaces, templates and free photo hosting and management services. It seems reasonable then that they should lower disclosure costs.

The downside with using this as a cost-shifter is that it is potentially endogenous. As we know from the summary statistics reported in Table 1, dealers are overwhelmingly more likely to use the professional platforms. There are a couple of reasons for this. First, there is a large initial fixed cost associated with setting up the templates properly (e.g. most dealerships include an ”about us” part of the template, which private sellers would not bother with). Second, the platforms have a menu of prices, where one-off listings are relatively expensive ($10 for CARad, $15 for Auction123, not available for eBizAutos), but unlimited monthly listing plans may be cost effective for high volume sellers (they range from $200-$300 a month).

Fortunately, for dealers I have a panel of observations. So rather than identifying off (potentially endogenous) differences in software choice across sellers, I instead look at switches in software choice for a given dealer. Provided the decision to switch software is uncorrelated with the unobservables, the effect of software switches will
be consistently identified. It is essentially differences-in-differences, comparing those who switch to those who don’t.

Formally, the number of photos posted should depend on both car characteristics (including quality), and seller characteristics (including software and possibly experience). Letting sellers be indexed by $j$, we have:

$$I_{jt} = z_{jt} \beta_I + \alpha_I SOFT_{jt} + \bar{q}_j + \Delta q_{jt} - \gamma_j - \tilde{\epsilon}_{jt}$$  (6)

where the error term $\bar{q}_j + \Delta q_{jt} - \gamma_j - \tilde{\epsilon}_{jt}$ comprises the average quality of cars sold by $j$, $\bar{q}_j$; the deviation for this particular car’s quality $\Delta q_{jt}$; the average cost of disclosure for $j$, $\gamma_j$; and an idiosyncratic disclosure cost draw $\tilde{\epsilon}_{jt}$. Including a seller fixed effect soaks up $\bar{q}_j - \gamma_j$, and then the required orthogonality condition is that $SOFT_{jt}$ is uncorrelated with $\Delta q_{jt} + \tilde{\epsilon}_{jt}$. This amounts to assuming that sellers don’t switch software precisely when they have a particularly high quality car to sell, or when they are facing particularly low disclosure costs.

The results of regressing photos on characteristics and software are reported in the first column of table 5. They indicate that dealers who switch to professional listing software subsequently put up significantly more photos than those that don’t, around 10 more. Those selling cars with more options, or lower mileage, also tend to put up more photos. Overall, there is a causal relationship between disclosure costs and car quality, and the number of photos.

Now, I would like to use software as an instrument for the number of photos. I have just shown that it is relevant. For it to be exogenous, I need to assume both that it is uncorrelated with seller-specific deviations in quality — as I did before — and that it has no direct effect on equilibrium prices. The concern here is an “advertising effect”, whereby better software produces slicker webpages and buyers are persuaded to bid more. Given that this is a major purchase, if any such effects exist, they should be small, and I assume that software has no direct effect on buyer valuations. Under these assumptions, software is a valid instrument for photos.

So in column (2) we rerun the hedonic regressions from earlier, instrumenting for photos with software. The first-stage F is a respectable 34.2, and the estimated

---

28 Notice that the reputation of the seller, if it matters, is controlled for with the fixed effect; a direct effect would imply a change in the perceived reputation of the seller with a change in software.
coefficient on photos is significant and positive. Compared to the OLS results from earlier, the coefficient is smaller, as one would expect. This result suggests that disclosure costs have a causal effect on equilibrium prices, through affecting the level of disclosure.

Next, we look at the impact on sales rates. Column (3) reports the IV results. Photos has a statistically zero coefficient, implying that disclosure costs do not have an equilibrium effect on sales rates. The theory predicts that in the case of additively separable valuations, lower disclosure costs will lead to higher sales rates because bids will increase relatively more than reserves. So this result could be rationalized as either a failure of the additively separable valuations assumption; or as an indication that I don’t have enough switches in the data to pick up a significantly positive effect. Overall though, the results back up the theory, in showing that disclosure costs affect disclosure, and through disclosure, prices.

**Robustness:** The key assumption in the above analysis was that software choice was unrelated to seller-specific quality deviations $\Delta q_{jt}$. A natural concern is that the results might have been driven by dealers who actively managed their software choice, paying the $10-$15 to list using CARad or Auction123 when they had a high-quality car to sell, and using the native eBay software when the car was of lower quality.

I conduct two kinds of robustness checks. First, I rerun the regressions of columns (1)—(3) on a subsample of dealers who switch software at most once, and list at least 5 cars. This bounds the potential for active management, while at the same time unfortunately limiting the identifying power of the approach (fewer switches). I find that in the first stage, all the coefficients are smaller, but still significant — in other words, software switches do cause more disclosure, although there is some evidence of active switching. In the IV regressions, the coefficient on photos continues to be significant and positive for prices, and now significant and positive for sales as well. This set of regressions is re-assuring.

Second, I try to see if changes in observable car characteristics are correlated with switches in software, since that might indicate that unobservable quality differences are as well. So I code up a variable ”upgrade”, coded as a 1 when dealers switch from basic to any of the professional software; coded as -1 when dealers downgrade to the basic software; and 0 otherwise. Then for every listing, I compute the difference between the average mileage of cars sold after that date (including that listing) and
before that date (excluding that listing). I repeat this construction for other characteristics. I then regress upgrade on changes in characteristics. The idea is that if sellers adopt the software when they anticipate getting younger, lower mileage or generally better cars, this regression should pick that up. The results are reported in Table 6. Basically, all the coefficients are statistically insignificant from zero, for both the full sample, and one in which book values are recorded. An F-test fails to reject the null of zero coefficients. This again helps to allay concerns that changes in software are driven by upward trends in car quality, which would bias our results.

5 Conclusion

Given the increasing growth of online transactions in used goods markets, it is important to understand what makes these markets work. This paper shows that information asymmetries in these markets can be endogenously resolved, so that adverse selection need not occur. The required institutional feature is a means for credible disclosure. With this in place, sellers have both the opportunity and the incentives to remedy information asymmetries between themselves and potential buyers.

Disclosure costs are important in determining how effective this remedy is. Where the bandwidth and technology is available to tightly define the contract between buyer and seller through rich media such as photos and videos, adverse selection problems can be mitigated. Looking at one determinant of disclosure costs — the software used to create the listings — we see that better software does lead to more disclosure, higher prices for the seller, and therefore greater incentives for participation in this market.

One avenue for future research would be to analyze how disclosure interacts with dynamic incentives such as reputation in markets with repeated interaction, such as those characterizing many business to business transactions.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1:

Fix any sequential equilibrium in symmetric bidding strategies. First note that by the monotonicity of \( \tilde{\pi}_S \) in \( v_S \), in equilibrium the seller optimally lists iff \( v_S \leq v^*_S(\xi) \). We proceed to prove the remainder of the proposition in three steps:

**Step 1: Bidding Strategies.** If the seller discloses, standard Vickrey auction results establish that bidders bid \( v(q, x_i) \). So consider the case with non-disclosure. Fix an arbitrary disclosure policy \( \xi(q, v_S) \) and let \( \tilde{v}(x_i, v_S) = E_Q [v(Q, x_i)|\xi(Q, v_S) = \emptyset] \). Let \( Y = \max_{j\neq i} X_j \) be the highest opposing signal, having distribution \( \tilde{F}(y) = E_N[F_X(y)^{n-1}|N \geq 1] \). From above, the listing policy with non-disclosure is characterized by a cutoff \( v^*_S(\emptyset) \). Let the distribution of \( v_S \) conditional on \( v_S \leq v^*_S(\emptyset) \) be \( H \). Then suppressing dependence on \( \xi \), a bidder of type \( x_i \) solves:

\[
\max_b \int_{-\infty}^{r^{-1}(b)} \int_{-\infty}^{\beta^{-1}(r(v_S))} (\tilde{v}(x_i, v_S) - r(v_S)) d\tilde{F}(y) dH(v_S) + \int_{-\infty}^{r^{-1}(b)} \int_{\beta^{-1}(r(v_S))}^{\beta^{-1}(b)} (\tilde{v}(x_i, v_S) - \beta(y)) d\tilde{F}(y) dH(v_S)
\]

where we assume for the moment that \( r^{-1}(b) < v^*_S \). Then taking the first order condition and simplifying we get:

\[
(\tilde{v}(x_i, \hat{v}) - b) \frac{\beta'(x_i)\tilde{F}(x_i)}{r'(\hat{v})} + \int_{-\infty}^{b} (\tilde{v}(x_i, v_S) - b) dH(v_S) = 0
\]

where \( \hat{v} \) is equal to \( r^{-1}(b) \). Define \( H_{x_i}(v_S) = H(v_S) \) for \( v_S < \hat{v} \) and \( H_{x_i}(v_S) = H(v_S) + \frac{\beta'(x_i)\tilde{F}(x_i)}{r'(\hat{v})} \) otherwise. Then re-arranging the first order condition into a single integral, taking \( b \) outside of the integral and dividing both sides by the constant \( \int_{-\infty}^{\hat{v}} dH_{x_i}(v_S) \), we get:

\[
b^* = E_{V_S} [\tilde{v}(x_i, V_S)] = E_{V_S} [E_Q [v(Q, x_i)|\xi(Q, V_S) = \emptyset, V_S]]
\]

Now provided \( r^{-1}(b^*) < v^*_S \), this is the optimal bid. That is, \( \beta(\xi, x_i) = b^* \) for all \( b^* < r(\xi, v^*_S) \), or equivalently for \( x_i < x^* = \beta^{-1}(\xi, r(\xi, v^*_S)) \). On the other hand, if \( x_i \geq x^* \), meeting the reserve is uninformative (since for all seller types who list, the reserve is below the bid), and in that case it is weakly dominant for the bid-
order to bid their valuation conditional on the seller’s disclosure and listing policies, 
\[ E[v(Q, x_i)|\xi(Q, V_S) = \emptyset, V_S \leq v^*_S(\emptyset)]. \]

**Step 2: Disclosure.** We now show \( \xi(q, v_S) \) must take the threshold form, disclose iff 
\( q \geq q^*(v_S) \). Towards a contradiction, suppose not, so that for some fixed \( v_S \) there exist 
\( q < q' \) with \( \xi(q, v_S) = q \), \( r(q, v_S) = r \), \( \xi(q', v_S) = \emptyset \) and \( r(q', v_S) = r' \). Since deviation 
is not profitable for type \( (q, v_S) \), \( E[\tilde{\pi}(q, r, v_S)] \geq E[\tilde{\pi}(\emptyset, r', v_S)] \). But then from step 
1 above, the bid distribution increases in \( q \) (in the sense of FOSD) conditional on 
disclosure, so \( E[\tilde{\pi}(q', r, v_S)] > E[\tilde{\pi}(q, r, v_S)] \). This implies a profitable deviation for 
type \( (q', v_S) \) by \( E[\tilde{\pi}(q', r, v_S)] > E[\tilde{\pi}(\emptyset, r', v_S)] \), yielding a contradiction.

**Step 3: Slopes of Equilibrium Strategies.** The optimal reserve satisfies \( r = v_S + (1 - G(r|\xi))/g(r|\xi) \). Let the hazard ratio of the bid distribution be 
\( \lambda_G(y|\xi) = g(y|\xi)/(1 - G(y|\xi)) \). Then since the bidding strategies are increasing in \( x_i \) for any \( \xi \), \( \beta(\xi, x_i) \) is 
invertible, and \( \lambda_G(y) = \lambda_{F_X}(\beta^{-1}(\xi, y)) \). The RHS is increasing in \( y \) since \( F_X \) has 
the increasing hazard rate property, which implies the LHS is increasing in \( y \) also. 
Then, applying the implicit function theorem to the optimal reserve, you get that 
\( \partial r/\partial v_S = \lambda_G(r|\xi)^2 / (\lambda_G(r|\xi)^2 + \lambda'_G(r|\xi)) > 0 \).

Next, given \( v(Q, X_i) \) additively separable in \( Q \) and \( X_i \), the bidding function is piece-
wise additively separable in \( \xi \) and \( x_i \), since \( x_i \) can be pulled outside the expectation 
in \( Q \) i.e. \( \beta(\xi, x_i) = \beta_1(\xi) + \beta_2(x_i) \) for \( x_i > x^* \) and \( \beta(\xi, x_i) = \beta_3(\xi) + \beta_2(x_i) \) for \( x_i < x^* \). 
Then for \( b \geq \beta_1(\xi) + \beta_2(x^*) \), \( G(b|\xi) \) is equal to \( G\left(\beta^{-1}_2(b - \beta_1(\xi))\right) \). Taking derivatives, 
we get that \( \partial \lambda_G / \partial \xi > 0 \), and then by the IFT \( \partial r / \partial \xi > 0 \). The case on the other 
region is similar.

Finally, to show \( q^*(v_S) \) increasing in \( v_S \), define the marginal benefit to disclosure 
\( \Delta(q, v_S) = E[\tilde{\pi}_S(q, r^*(q, v_S), v_S)] - E[\tilde{\pi}_S(\emptyset, r^*(\emptyset, v_S), v_S)] \). In equilibrium, \( q^*(v_S) \) 
must solve \( \Delta(q, v_S) = 0 \). Now, \( \partial \Delta / \partial q > 0 \), so by the IFT we will obtain our result 
if \( \partial \Delta / \partial v_S < 0 \). Considering \( \partial \Delta / \partial v_S \), interchange integral and derivative, and then 
notice that terms of the form \( \partial \tilde{\pi}_S / \partial r^* \) are zero since the FOC must hold at \( r^* \). Then 
it is easy to simplify the expression and get \( \partial \Delta / \partial v_S = \mathbb{P}\left( \beta(\emptyset, x(1)) \geq r^*(\emptyset, v_S) \right) - \mathbb{P}\left( \beta(q, x(1)) \geq r^*(q, v_S) \right) \). To show this negative, it suffices that \( \beta(\emptyset, x(1)) \geq r^*(\emptyset, v_S) \Rightarrow \beta(q, x(1)) > r^*(q, v_S) \), which by piecewise additivity of the bids reduces to showing 
\( r^*(q, v_S) < r^*(\emptyset, v_S) + \beta_1(q) - \beta_1(\emptyset) \) (for \( x(1) > x^* \), other case similar). This holds 
since the FOC for the reserves implies \( r^*(q, v_S) - r^*(\emptyset, v_S) < \beta_1(q) - \beta_1(\emptyset) \).
Figure 6: Location of Sellers for Illinois Buyers The map shows the locations of cars bought by buyers residing in Illinois, for a subsample of 1995-2000 Honda Accords. Of the 22 observations, 50% are out-of-state purchases.
### Table 1: Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Full Sample</th>
<th>Non-Dealers</th>
<th>Dealers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. Dev</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Car Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles</td>
<td>90181</td>
<td>90663</td>
<td>98320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (in years)</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Manual Transmission</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Warranty</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Options</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of Photos</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% “Reliable” Cars</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Pickups</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% CARad</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Auction123</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% eBizAutos</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Seller Characteristics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seller Feedback Score</td>
<td>148.0</td>
<td>556.7</td>
<td>115.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% negative feedback</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td>1.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auction Characteristics and Outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Bid* (% of book value)</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% auctions with ≥ 1 bid</td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>82.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% sold</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>31.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest Bid</td>
<td>11110</td>
<td>13018</td>
<td>9173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance between buyer and seller*</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% change of title observed*</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This table provides summary statistics for the covariates used in the analysis. Standard deviations for categorical variables are not reported. Asterixes denote that the statistic is from a subsample, as described in the text.
### Table 2: Hedonic Regressions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Log Price</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Miles</td>
<td>-0.130263</td>
<td>-0.130999</td>
<td>-0.127750</td>
<td>-0.184320</td>
<td>-0.140871</td>
<td>0.022123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.004520)</td>
<td>(0.004521)</td>
<td>(0.004537)</td>
<td>(0.007045)</td>
<td>(0.011358)</td>
<td>(0.01537)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Photos</td>
<td>0.019752</td>
<td>0.018934</td>
<td>0.000942</td>
<td>0.008555</td>
<td>0.017181</td>
<td>0.002462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001114)</td>
<td>(0.001099)</td>
<td>(0.000693)</td>
<td>(0.000994)</td>
<td>(0.002702)</td>
<td>(0.000779)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photos Squared</td>
<td>-0.000229</td>
<td>-0.000227</td>
<td>-0.000096</td>
<td>-0.000006</td>
<td>-0.000202</td>
<td>-0.000056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000020)</td>
<td>(0.000020)</td>
<td>(0.000019)</td>
<td>(0.000055)</td>
<td>(0.000055)</td>
<td>(0.000015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Options</td>
<td>0.015373</td>
<td>0.014947</td>
<td>0.014152</td>
<td>0.007747</td>
<td>0.013135</td>
<td>0.00898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000755)</td>
<td>(0.000743)</td>
<td>(0.000745)</td>
<td>(0.000622)</td>
<td>(0.002057)</td>
<td>(0.000579)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Feedback</td>
<td>-0.009155</td>
<td>-0.011351</td>
<td>-0.011775</td>
<td>-0.014267</td>
<td>-0.004590</td>
<td>0.012460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002284)</td>
<td>(0.002220)</td>
<td>(0.002295)</td>
<td>(0.002036)</td>
<td>(0.005843)</td>
<td>(0.002098)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Negative Feedback</td>
<td>-0.003701</td>
<td>-0.003696</td>
<td>-0.003696</td>
<td>-0.003271</td>
<td>-0.000217</td>
<td>0.001330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000994)</td>
<td>(0.000956)</td>
<td>(0.000926)</td>
<td>(0.000941)</td>
<td>(0.002680)</td>
<td>(0.000617)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AgeXPhoto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.000602</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.076367</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WarrantyXPhoto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.000868</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Book Value</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.579769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.015615)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                        |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |
| **Log MinBid**         |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |
| **Sell**               |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |                   |

Standard errors (clustered by seller) are given in parentheses. In all specifications, fixed effects for the car model, car year and week of sale are included, though their coefficients are not reported. In (1)-(4), the dependent variable is log price, and the model fits well, with the $R^2$ ranging from 0.68 in (1) to 0.78 in (3). Specifications (1)-(3) are for the full sample, with specification (2) adding number of bidders fixed effects, and (3) adding interaction terms. Specification (4) is for the sub-sample where I have book value data. Specification (5) is on the subsample with minimum bids, no secret reserve and no recorded bids. The dependent variable is log minimum bid. Specification (6) is on the full sample, with the sale outcome as the dependent variable.
Table 3: Hedonic Regressions - Dealer Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Log Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Dealers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Miles</td>
<td>-0.132320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.005472)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Photos</td>
<td>0.026677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001313)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photos Squared</td>
<td>-0.000351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000034)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Options</td>
<td>0.019038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000832)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Feedback</td>
<td>-0.010653</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002251)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Negative Feedback</td>
<td>-0.002816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.001123)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Model/Year/Week FE: yes, Number of Bidders FE: yes, Seller Fixed Effects: no

R-squared: 0.6812, 0.7056, 0.5691
N: 33232, 38060, 40316

The results are from regressions of log price on car and seller covariates, separately for dealers and non-dealers. In the last specification, seller fixed effects are included and the feedback measures are dropped. Standard errors (clustered by seller) are given in parentheses.
Table 4: Key Phrases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% Affirmative (e.g. has dent)</th>
<th>% Negative (e.g. is not dented)</th>
<th>Estimated Coefficient</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Repainted&quot;</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1358</td>
<td>0.0174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Missing&quot;</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.174</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Accident&quot;</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>-0.103</td>
<td>0.0229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Dent&quot;</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>-0.0563</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Worn&quot;</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.0563</td>
<td>0.0218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Broken&quot;</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.137</td>
<td>0.0205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Crack&quot;</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>-0.0736</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Dirty&quot;</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.1538</td>
<td>0.0373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Faded&quot;</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.1656</td>
<td>0.0515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Rust&quot;</td>
<td>13.05</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>-0.1272</td>
<td>0.0075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Receipt&quot;</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1340</td>
<td>0.0180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Documentation&quot;</td>
<td>4.16</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.0427</td>
<td>0.0186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Service&quot;</td>
<td>24.82</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.0502</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Aftermarket&quot;</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Paperwork&quot;</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.0490</td>
<td>0.0182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Detail&quot;</td>
<td>14.55</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.1038</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Inspection&quot;</td>
<td>15.47</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.0028</td>
<td>0.0110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Record&quot;</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.0601</td>
<td>0.0131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Invoice&quot;</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3361</td>
<td>0.0540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Garage Kept&quot;</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1672</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Original Part&quot;</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0867</td>
<td>0.0535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Receipt&quot;</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1516</td>
<td>0.0392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Mint&quot;</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.0907</td>
<td>0.0177</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above table shows the frequencies of affirmative and negative versions of key phrases used in the text descriptions of cars being auctioned (columns 1 and 2), and the estimated coefficients and associated standard errors in a hedonic regression of log price on dummies for the phrases and all the covariates used in specification (2) of table 2 above.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>All Dealers</th>
<th>≥ 5 Cars Listed, ≤ 1 Switch</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log Miles</td>
<td>-0.171291</td>
<td>-0.201655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.049181)</td>
<td>(0.074163)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Options</td>
<td>0.073878</td>
<td>0.097482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.011205)</td>
<td>(0.015963)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Photos</td>
<td>0.008137</td>
<td>0.017772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.002969)</td>
<td>(0.006818)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARad</td>
<td>9.126304</td>
<td>7.760723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.117055)</td>
<td>(2.096538)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auction123</td>
<td>13.453836</td>
<td>10.975200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.442224)</td>
<td>(2.257123)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBizAutos</td>
<td>10.373457</td>
<td>8.523578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1.560884)</td>
<td>(2.505598)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Model/Year/Week FE**  yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
**Number of Bidders FE** no yes no no yes no
**Seller FE** yes yes yes yes yes yes yes
**First Stage F** 34.23 33.38 7.15 8.01
**N** 24028 21297 24028

Regressions are for the subsample of dealers (columns 1-3) and for those dealers who list at least 5 different cars during the sample period, and switch listing software at most once (columns 4-6). In each set of three, the dependent variable in the first column is photos; in the second and third column it is the log price and a dummy for sale respectively. In the columns marked IV, photos is instrumented for using the software dummies, and the first-stage F is reported. Robust standard errors are given in parentheses.
Table 6: Software Upgrades and Observables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dealers Only Upgrade</th>
<th>Dealers Only Upgrade</th>
<th>Book Value Subsample Upgrade</th>
<th>Book Value Subsample Upgrade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Δ Avg. Age</td>
<td>-0.000050 (0.000084)</td>
<td>-0.000111 (0.000145)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Avg. Miles</td>
<td>-0.000005 (0.000008)</td>
<td>-0.000006 (0.000014)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Avg. Options</td>
<td>0.000099 (0.000168)</td>
<td>0.000085 (0.000190)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Listings per Day</td>
<td>0.000216 (0.000306)</td>
<td>0.000106 (0.000434)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ Avg. Book Value</td>
<td>0.000035 (0.000143)</td>
<td>-0.000035 (0.000143)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>40224</td>
<td>28728</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-value (H₀: all coefficients are zero)</td>
<td>0.6929</td>
<td>0.4751</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dependent variable is upgrade, equal to 1 when a seller upgrades from basic eBay software to any professional software; -1 in the event of a downgrade; and zero otherwise. The regressors are difference in average car characteristics (and listing volume) before and after the listing. The results indicate that a change in characteristics (e.g. book value) is not significantly correlated with software upgrades and downgrades. Standard errors are clustered by seller.